As the proud Londoner on the Cell team, it behooves me to comment on the great sporting events unfolding in my hometown this week by taking a moment to reflect on the cellular feats of excellence that lie behind our athletes' fleet feet and flair for fair play. What gives muscle its competitive edge? How does the central nervous system get you ready on the starting blocks? And can architects of the regeneration in the East End learn lessons from the regeneration in a stem cell niche?
Translation's Relay Is Poetry in Motion
A beautifully choreographed sequence of events allows the clean handover of a baton from runner to runner during the 4 Â 100 meter relay race. A relay is more challenging mentally than running alone, as finely honed skills in teamwork are needed just as much as pure speed. The transition from one athlete to another requires coordination, synchronization, and exquisite timing-challenges that are also faced by the translation machinery at the ribosome at the point of initiation. How individual components work together in perfect synchrony has now been captured in single-molecule resolution.
Translation initiation is the moment at which the cell commits to gene expression, as the instructions are handed over from messenger RNA to the machinery of protein synthesis. Tsai et al. use single-molecule four-color fluorescence to pick apart this multicomponent pathway in E. coli. Unlike Olympic racers who would be disqualified for deviating from the agreed linear order of events, the authors show that the translation machinery takes a more cavalier approach. Several pathways involving the initiator tRNA, initiation factor 2 (IF2), and ribosomal 30S and 50S subunit binding are used to reach the defined stages of the 30S preinitiation complex (30S PIC) followed by the 70S initiation complex (70S IC). IF2 and GTP hydrolysis control the all-important step from initiation to elongation, while the elongator tRNA lags behind by 1-2 seconds, allowing hydrolysis to occur while avoiding steric clash in the A site. As any relay runner would be able to tell us: sometimes a short pause to align components can be all important to winning the race. Tsai, A., et al. (2012 
NMJ Shows Its Competitive Streak
In each competition, there can only be one winner standing victorious at the top of the podium. Many competitors will tussle it out, but eventually all others fall back as the fastest, strongest, and best contender takes the prize. Such is the case at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) during development. Many axons will compete for space on the same target cell, and if any axon should fall back, there is another that is hungry for space and survival and ready to take pole position.
Turney and Lichtman use an ultrafast pulsed laser to selectively ablate axonal branches at the NMJ in transgenic mice expressing GFP in motor neurons, revealing the intense competition between axons on a single muscle fiber. By studying neonates, the authors were also able to show that an axon that is in the process of withdrawing its contacts and thus destined for elimination can reverse its fate and survive to reoccupy the NMJ if its competitor axon is experimentally removed. What stimulates the replacing axon to grow into space recently vacated by a withdrawing competitor is still unclear, but one suggestion is that Schwann cells might search out a new partner upon axon withdrawal, releasing chemotactic signals for other motor neurons to grow toward it and consequently to the available space at the NMJ. In any case, the proverb is borne out for axons: the winner takes it all. Turney, S.G., and Lichtman, J.W. (2012). PLoS Biol. 10, e1001352. ''Clean as You Go'' for Good Town Planning in S(k)in City
One of great hopes for the London Olympics, often touted by politicians eager to assuage fears of overspending, is that the long-neglected East End will enjoy sustained growth and development in the wake of the Games. Time will tell if this noble aim is met, but in the meantime, perhaps there are lessons to be learned from regeneration of another kind. Stem cell maintenance requires the help of a cellular rubbish processor to tidy up as it goes, allowing a sustained presence of progenitors ready to replenish the tissue when needed.
Stem and progenitor cells of the skin maintain their capacity to self-renew while also creating terminally differentiated cells to replenish the tissue at times of growth or repair. The balance between a multipotent phenotype and that of a terminally differentiated epithelial cell is regulated by both transcriptional and posttranscriptional mechanisms. Mistry et al. uncover an exonuclease-directed process for suppression of differentiation in human keratinocytes. Components of the exosome are enriched in progenitor cells and are necessary for maintaining the capacity for self renewal. The authors go on to show that this is due to the targeted degradation of differentiation-inducing transcripts of transcription factors such as GRHL3. How the exosome recognizes its targets is as yet unclear, however. The urban planners focusing their attention on the East End will recognize this dilemma when selecting which of the old buildings to maintain to preserve the spirit of the neighborhood and which to schedule for destruction and replenishment. Mistry, D.S., et al. (2012). Cell Stem Cell 11, 127-135. Rosy Hosking
